
 



 

Timeline of the 16th-17th Century Astronomical Revolution 
1543 -  Nicolaus Copernicus publishes De revolution ibus orbium coelestium containing his theory that Earth travels 
around the Sun. However, he complicates his theory by retaining Plato's perfect circular orbits of the planets. 
1572 - A brilliant supernova (thought, at the time, to be a comet) is observed by Tycho Brahe, who proves that it is 
traveling beyond Earth's atmosphere and therefore provides the first evidence that the heavens can change. 
1597 - AAfter disagreements with the new Danish king, Christian IV, in 1597, Tycho Brahe went into exile. He was 
invited by the Bohemian king and Holy Roman Emperor Rudolph II to Prague, where he became the official 
imperial astronomer. He built an observatory. There, from 1600 until his death in 1601, he was assisted by 
Johannes Kepler, who later used Tycho's astronomical data to develop his three laws of planetary motion. 
1608 - Dutch eyeglass maker Hans Lippershey tries to patent a refracting telescope (the first historical record of 
one). The invention spreads rapidly across Europe, as scientists make their own instruments. Their discoveries 
begin a revolution in astronomy. 
1609 - Johannes Kepler publishes his New Astronomy. In this and later works, he announces his three laws of 
planetary motion, replacing the circular orbits of Plato with elliptical ones. Almanacs based on his laws prove to be 
highly accurate. 
1610 - Galileo Galilei publishes Sidereus Nuncius describing the findings of his observations with the telescope he 
built. These include spots on the Sun, craters on the Moon, and four satellites of Jupiter. Proving that not 
everything orbits Earth, he promotes the Copernican view of a Sun-centered universe. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Johannes Kepler and Tycho Brahe 
at the Prague Observatory, c1600 
Illustration for Historia Universal by 
Cesar Cantu (J Seix, 1885). 
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